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B io g raphy
Tuck Self, The Rebel Belle – A Southern Voice for Bold Self-Expression
Tuck Self, The Rebel Belle, is a self-proclaimed “personal growth enthusiast” with a passion for squeezing as much joy out of life
as possible. Her Southern upbringing stressed always doing what is “appropriate” and making others as comfortable as possible,
even at the expense of her own comfort. After finding and claiming her unique voice, The Rebel Belle now shares rebel-utionary
tools with women to help them find their unique voice and unleash their boldest self-expression to the world without fear and on
their own terms.
Tuck has studied, mentored with and applied the tools and techniques of industry leaders, including Bob Proctor, Loral Langemeier
and Christian Pankhurst. She is a trained Life Development Coach in Communication and Listening, Certified Quantum Success
Coach, Certified Natural Law Coach, Fitness and Intuitive Eating Coach, Human Design Specialist and Consultant.
The Rebel Belle’s philosophy has been created from this experience and is uniquely shared through two pathways:
The REBEL-UTION: A Woman’s ‘Rebelicious’ Guide to Freedom, Liberation & Bold Self-Expression - the 7
‘morpholicious’ steps and unique process created from Tuck’s quest.and personal journey to bold self-expression.
Tuck guides you step by li’l step to own your power, trust your voice and unleash your inner ‘rebelicious’ spirit to create
a fabulous life full out and on your terms!
Human Energy Design: The most empowering blueprint on the planet for finding your unique voice, identifying your
natural talents, and unlocking the calling of your soul. Human Design aka “The Freedom Tool” is a profound personality
assessment tool that reveals your one and only strategy for overcoming obstacles to create life, love and work that
resonate with your soul.
Together these pathways give women the power to take a leap of faith in themselves and make their juicy shift, to grab their
petticoat ruffles, lift their skirt and high step their way to a whole new fun and fabulous life.
Most recently, Tuck was invited to contribute a story to A Juicy, Joyful Life: Life: Inspiration from Women Who Have Found
the Sweetness in Every Day, the just published collaborative book including original empowering stories for women written by
41 co-authors. She is also the author of The Rebel-ution: A Woman’s ‘Rebelicious’ Guide to Freedom, Liberation & Bold SelfExpression.
An expert at helping others find their passion and purpose and claim their inner power by finding the best strategy for their
success. Tuck accomplishes this all with Southern charm an’ a boatload of play!
Tuck is a compelling and inspiring personality and is available for print and media interviews and hosting, public speaking,
workshop/teleclass training and writing projects.
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Testimonials

Tuck Self,
The Rebel Belle
Coach • Author
Inspirational Motivator

Highlights:
• Co-Author of A Juicy, Joyful Life: Inspiration from Women Who Have Found the
Sweetness in Every Day
• Host of “Tuck Talk” Radio: Personal Empowerment ~ Enthused, Ballsy & Rebelicious
• Creator of Belles with Balls, Profiles of Brilliant, Powerful & Playful Women
• Author of The Rebel-ution: A Woman’s ‘Rebelicious’ Guide to Freedom, Liberation & Bold
Self-Expression

Tuck is an Expert at Helping Women:
•
•
•
•

overcome obstacles and fears
find their passion and purpose
claim their inner ‘rebel’ & power
live boldly and on their terms
…and she does it all with Southern charm an’ a boatload of play!

Credentials:
• Quantum Self Certified Success Coach
• Certified Hypnotist
• Fitness & Intuitive Eating Coach

• Financial Coach
• Certified Natural Law Coach
• Human Design Specialist

Available as:
• Life Empowerment & Transformation Coach
• Public Speaker & Inspirational Motivator

Speaking Topics:
•
•
•
•
•

7 “Rebelicious” Steps to a Juicy, Joyful Life!
Living in the GAP ~ Attitude, Gratitude and Perception!
From Southern Belle to Rebel Belle
If Mama Ain’t Happy, Nobody’s Happy
OMG! I’ve Finally Become My Mother

241 Woodlands Ridge Rd • Columbia, SC 29229
Phone: 803-736-9240 • www.TheRebelBelle.com
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P ress R elease
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The Rebel Belle and 40 co-Authors Share
Inspirational Journeys to Living a Juicy,
Joyful Life
On September 29, purchase a copy of A Juicy, Joyful
Life on Amazon and receive more than 100 extraordinary
complimentary gifts from an inspirational and empowering
group of visionaries and authors. http://juicyjoyfullife.com

Contact: Donna E. Cravotta
Virtual Management Concepts LLC
P.O. Box 134
Bedford Hills, NY 10507
Phone: 914-663-5266
Email: donna@virtualmanagementconceptsllc.com

(Columbia, SC) – Columbia, South Carolina’s own Rebel Belle, Tuck Self’s latest accomplishment is being contributing author in
the newly published book, A Juicy, Joyful Life: Inspiration from Women Who Have Found the Sweetness in Every Day, a women’s
trail-guide to discovering personal power. This enlightening collection brings together 41 extraordinary women who freely share
their inspirational stories of reclaiming their authentic lives. In support of the book’s collaborative intention to inspire women to
live deeper and inspired lives, over 100 thought leaders have come together to offer an amazing collection of complimentary gifts
for all who purchase the book on Amazon on September 29.
Self shares the incredible journey to living a juicy, joyful life in the chapter entitled “The Rebel Belle.” Feeling increasingly
confined living the life of the perfect southern woman, Self listened to and followed her heart and passion. Join Self on the
tumultuous journey of rebellious self-discovery that leads to a new life built on the foundations of authenticity, freedom, truth, and
bold self-expression.
“I am rebeliciously excited to lift my skirt, show a li’l bit of my petticoat ruffle, and reveal my personal journey as part of this
amazing project that has the power to inspire and empower women everywhere to live juicy, joyful, meaningful lives,” says Self.
A sought-after coach, speaker, radio host and author, Self inspires clients to squeeze as much juice out of life as possible
and to live with passion, purpose and play. Self is also the author of The REBEL-UTION: A Woman’s Rebelicious Guide to
Freedom, Liberation & Bold Self-Expression. An inspirational motivator and transformational coach, she regularly speaks to local
organizations and schools on various topics, including, keeping an attitude of gratitude, and how to access your power, genius
and magic.
Purchase A Juicy, Joyful Life to read more about Self and the other 40 co-authors and the paths they have taken to live full and
inspired lives. Visit http://www.TheRebelBelle.com to connect with the incomparable Tuck Self and explore how to unleash your
inner rebel.
About the book: A Juicy, Joyful Life: Inspiration from Women Who Have Found the Sweetness in Every Day, is being published
by Inspired Living Publishing, LLC. Available on September 29th on Amazon, other leading online bookstores and http://www.
TheRebelBelle.com.
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A JUICY JOYFUL LIFE: Inspiration from Women
Who Have Found the Sweetness in Every Day
Publisher Linda Joy and 40 extraordinary women have stepped forward to share
inspirational, heartfelt stories with the collective intention to empower all women to
embrace the truth and create their own personal story.
A JUICY, JOYFUL LIFE: Inspiration from Women Who Have Found the Sweetness
in Every Day is a collaboration of life changing stories written by 41 brave women
who have learned how to let go of the past to create richer, more fulfilling lives. With
Juicy Questions and journaling prompts following each story, to help the reader draw
parallels between the lessons in the narrative and their own personal experiences
and help to guide them to living a Juicy, Joyful Life!

Q u ic k Facts abo u t
the b o o k
TITLE

A Juicy, Joyful Life: Inspiration
from Women who have Found
the Sweetness in Every Day
AUTHORS

Linda Joy and 41 co-authors
ISBN

978-0-9845006-0-4
RETAIL PRICE

“When I read the stories in this book, I see women who have raised their consciousness. Their
awareness of what is and their honesty with their struggles encourages us to re-examine our own
human experiences. These women have experienced the full range of fear, and yet they rose above
hate, insecurity, comparison, jealously, anger, discontent and pain. But rather than banish those
emotions from their journeys, or worse, hand onto them as unwanted baggage, these women
have given themselves permission to honor the gift each seemingly negative experience brings. In
doing so, they have accepted Divine guidance and made themselves available to participating in
a relationship with a higher power. They have chosen to be present. They have analyzed less and
experienced more. They have invited grace into their lives.
Foreword by The Rev. Dr. Charlene M. Proctor
Founder of The Goddess Network and best-selling author

About the Co-Author

Tuck Self, The Rebel
Belle, is a self-proclaimed
“personal growth enthusiast” with a passion for
squeezing as much joy out of life as possible.
In the chapter entitled The Rebel Belle, Self
shares the rebel-icious journey of self-discovery that leads to a new juicy, joyful life built on
the foundations of authenticity, freedom, truth
and bold self-expression.
Learn more about Tuck Self: therebelbelle.com

$21.97
PUBLICATION DATE

September 29, 2010
GENRE

Self-Help, Inspirational,
Mind Body Spirit
AUDIENCE

Women, Life & Business
Coaches, Advisors, Leaders

“A Juicy Joyful Life is a stirring and soulful book to be savored, written in, shared with friends. Read
any story in this remarkable collection and you will be transported to a world that will make you
laugh, cry and grow beyond your own self-imposed limits. You will know without a shadow of a doubt
that you already are who you always were.”
Kat Tansey, award-winning author of
Choosing to Be: Lessons in Living from a Feline Zen Master

PAGE COUNT

“This is a book that can spur you on to make the most invincible choices in your life. I love the
stories, the honesty,, the comfort and the brightness in these pages. I felt like I got to go to a
conference, or a coaching session, or to dinner with a wise friend who had just chosen more for
herself-and was going to make sure I did the same!”
Tama J. Kieves, best-selling author of
This Time I Dance! Creating the Work You Love

Paperback

H ow to Order » TheRebelBelle.com, Amazon.com, Bowkers

306
TRIM SIZE

6x9
BINDING
WEBSITE

www.JuicyJoyfulLife.com
PUBLISHER

Inspired Living Publishing
inspiredlivingpublishing.com
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E x cerpts
From A Juicy, Joyful Life: “The Rebel Belle” chapter by Tuck Self
But by the time I hit my forties, I was exhausted, and totally confused about my identity. Was I to ban the bra and make my
place in the world, or keep the home fires burning? Was I the Perfect Daughter, the Junior League Socialite, the Career Woman,
the Stay-at-Home Mom, or The Good Wife? Or was
I none of these things? Who was this perfect li’l
southern belle with the perfect southern lifestyle?
These questions began to stir a part of me that had
been silent for years—a part of me that longed to
rebel, resist, and push against the world. My inner
Rebel Belle began speaking to me, softly at first,
but then she began to rumble and roar.
****
“Oh My God—I’ve finally become my mother!”I
don’t remember being angry or frustrated by my
epiphany, simply dumbfounded. I was in a Twilight
Zone. I laugh about it now, but in that juicy, surreal
moment I asked myself the question which should
have been obvious all along: “If I’m not my mother, then who am I?” That question spurred an internal revolution which liberated
my Rebel Belle. That li’l voice I’d squashed and silenced for years suddenly couldn’t wait to break free. For the first time, I
unleashed my “rebelicious” spirit, and I gave myself permission to be me—whoever I was.
****
And finally…
I am a woman loving life, embracing my roles, transforming my fears, and looking for what blows my skirt up. (That’s southern
slang for “what rocks my world!”) Step by step, I’m learning who I am and what I am here to do, and I’m having fun along the
way. I’m proud to toot my own horn, and boldly proclaim to the world: I’m a southern belle living a “rebelicious” life—full out, on
my terms.
Toot, toot!
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R ea d er R e v ie ws
“In our insane quest for perfection, we women tend to dab makeup on our scars so that no one will see. These brave souls rip off their scabs
and show us that bleeding has anupside: it means we are alive. I wish I had been able to surround myself with women who were this honest
when I was a girl! Buy this book so you can cry and tingle and laugh out loud; then, share both the book and yourself with a younger woman. For
as long as we live, we can follow and share the examples of the women featured in A Juicy, Joyful Life and choose love, joy, and healing.”
Sharon Roy,
Mother, Author, Farmer, Life Coach, and CEO
“A Juicy, Joyful Life is filled to the brim with loving reminders that when life hands you a lemon you can choose to make lemonade. Savor this
book. Squeeze all the wisdom you can through the journaling prompts. Make powerful choices. Your juicy, joyful life is calling!”
Gina Bell,
Founder of IAWBO.com, The International Association of Women in Business Online
“A Juicy, Joyful Life is a powerful testimony to love. Squeezed into every page are slices of inspiration honoring the many facets of life. Each
zesty story presents beautifully crafted mirrors affirming that within every woman sleeps a goddess. This book is a gift; reminding you that life
can be as sweet as you make it.”
Elizabeth Harper,
Author of Wishing: How to Fulfill Your Heart’s Desires
“Traditionally, grandmothers, mothers, and sisters have told their stories, passing their wisdom along the sacred web of life. When a woman
shares her story, her pain can enrich us. When she doesn’t share her story, her pain can kill her. A woman’s story can light the spark of a
thousand women. Linda Joy is that woman, and her book A Juicy, Joyful Life is that spark.”
Shakaya Leone,
Author of Naked Beauty and Founder of EarthEmpress.com
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Interview Q u estions
1.

What inspired you to join the Juicy, Joyful Life collaboration?

2.

Can you describe your breakthrough and “AH-HA!” Moment when you decided that you needed to change your life? What happened?

3.

What do you hope others will get from your story “The Rebel Belle”?

4.

What is The Rebel Belle’s philosophy on living a Juicy, Joyful Life?

5.

Have the rules and conventions of society and family played a role in how you express yourself?
Did they empower or hinder your personal growth?

6.

What makes a woman ‘rebelicious’?

7.

What are the most common fears and obstacles that keep women stuck and playing small?

8.

How does a woman own her power and trust her voice to live on her terms?

9.

What advice would you give women on how to create life, love and work that resonate with their heart and soul?

10. What is a real life example of one of your rebel clients who has successfully ‘grabbed her petticoat ruffles, picked up her skirt and highstepped her way to a fun and fabulous life’?
11. What is “The Rebel Belle Freedom Tool”? How does it unlock your power, passion and purpose?
12. What three ‘rebel-ations’ for living bold would you like to share?
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B ook co v er
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